Recently the cost-benefits of automated sensing over traditional field surveys for population management of fauna has been recognised [1, 2] . Remote monitoring through automatic identification based on sensor networks has followed one of two approaches [3, 7, 18] ; using the sensor nodes to perform data analysis within the network or alternatively using the sensor network as a means for collecting data to be centrally processed. In either case a key goal is minimising power consumption in sensor nodes which imposes constraints on both processing and communication capabilities. While the first approach aims to minimise communication requirements the other aims to reduce processing requirements. In the context of sensor networks for remote monitoring utilising centralised processing, this paper considers the impact on two different strategies for reducing communication requirements on the overall system performance.
Introduction
Automatic identification of different fauna based on acoustic information has been an area of study over the last decade. This includes automatic identification of bird and frog calls [4, 5, 6, 7] , bat echolocation calls [8, 9] and insect sounds such as those made by grasshoppers and cicadas [10] .
Traditionally this has been performed by deploying data loggers in the field that are later retrieved and the captured audio data analysed. More recently wireless sensor networks have been identified as providing advantages for automatic remote monitoring. These advantages stem from being able to simultaneously deploy a large number of low cost sensing nodes since the potential effectiveness of sensor networks is related to the number of sensing nodes. The power constraints of sensor network nodes means they typically operate at low bandwidths and have limited processing capabilities. A typical sensor node such as one based on the Zigbee or IEEE 802.15.4 protocol has a total bandwidth of 128 kbps [11] and a low power embedded processor.
Early attempts at fauna identification made use of decision tree machine learning approaches [12] . Improved performance can be obtained via more advanced methods including k-Nearest Neighbour, Gaussian Mixture Models, Support Vector Machines [13, 14] or Neural Networks [15] which all yield performance within a few percent of each other. These methods however require more processing power than is typically 978-1-4244-7907-8/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE available in a low power sensor network node and require the use of central processing.
The disadvantage of centralised processing in a sensor network is that many streams of essentially raw data from each node must be sent to the centralised server for analysis. The aggregate bandwidth capacity of any node receiving multiple streams of data can be easily overloaded if not carefully managed. This, as well as the need to minimise transmit power dissipation in each node drives the need to reduce the amount of data being transferred. Assuming a statistical multiplexing model in the time domain, the number of sensing nodes that can be active in any period of time (hence the effectiveness of the network) is inversely proportional to the size of each data stream.
Data stream size reduction can be achieved by having sensor nodes select how much data to send and then compressing data prior to being sent through the network.
The question is, what is the impact of these data reduction strategies have on the performance of automatic identification? The answer will depend on the specific approaches used to implement these strategies and in the case of compression, the processing constraints in sensor nodes determines what type methods can be used. Accordingly the analysis in this evaluates the impact of ADPCM [16] , being a relatively simple yet effective compression strategy that fits within the capability profile of typical embedded processors used in low-power sensor nodes as well as MP3 compression as an upper limit benchmark reference.
Apart from compression, how much data is transferred from a node through the network depends on the sample rate and length of the capture window. The sample rate is however not an independent variable since identification of certain animals requires specific frequencies to be captured which according to the Nyquist criteria determines the required sample rate.
Hence the only means for controlling the amount of data being sent left to us is setting the length of the capture window. This in turn determines the analysis window size of the feature extraction algorithms and the performance of the automatic identification.
Acoustic Identification
Acoustic identification of different animals is typically based on classification of a combination of temporal features of the audio signal together with spectral features derived from the short term Fourier transform or MelFrequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) [17] . Success rates vary in the range from 60% [18] to about 90% [15] depending mainly on whether the identification is performed in the field or under laboratory conditions. As the more advanced classification methods [13] [14] [15] perform within a few percent of each other we have selected the k-Nearest Neighbour approach for this evaluation.
For audio classification, a typical feature vector is composed of the signal bandwidth (BW), spectral centroid (SC), short-term energy (E), energy flux (F), Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR), and pitch (P) by means of sub harmonic summation [19] . These are defined as follows:
The first six MFCCs are also used as part of the feature vector. These are calculated as the cepstrum of the mel-warped spectrum:
Experimental Results
For evaluation we have used a database of 2590 instances of fifteen different species of native Australian frog calls from the Myobatrachidae family (Southern Frogs). These calls were each sampled at 22kHz and 16 bit resolution. A 12 dimensional feature vector consisting of the features (1) - (8) was extracted from the raw data using an analysis window of 1024 samples.
Using tenfold cross validation and k-Nearest Neighbour classification where k=1 achieved an 83.8% correct classification as the base performance. The F-measure defined as two times the product of precision and recall divided by the their sum is shown in Table 2 . The confusion matrix is shown in Table 3 .
At 22 kHz using 16 bit samples requires a 352 kbps bandwidth, which is not viable for continuous streaming data, but works as long as the nodes are not continuously capturing and the data transfer load is properly managed. Reducing the amount of data sent by any one node improves the network utilisation. Accordingly we reduced the capture window length and then extracted the feature vector and classified it again using the same method as before. The new window sizes were 128, 256 and 512 samples. The results using 2500 training vectors presented in Table 1 confirms that classification accuracy falls proportionately as a logarithmic function of the window size.
We next tested the effects of compression. This is required for continuous capture and reduces the bandwidth requirements to 88 kbps, which is within the network capacity. All the instances of frog calls were then compressed offline using 4-bit ADPCM and then decoded again into raw audio for analysis. The ADPCM introduces quantisation noise into the audio data. The same features as before were then extracted from this less accurate data for all four different window sizes and classified using the same k-Nearest Neighbour method.
As is evident from Figure 1 The very low identification accuracy achieved for small window sizes with MP3 is not completely unexpected since the MP3 encoder reduces frequency resolution by discarding frequency information. Some compensation for this problem can be obtained by increasing the number of training vectors used in training the classifier as shown in Table 3 , although for the purposes of this evaluation the number of training vectors has been kept constant (2500) for all tests.
Keeping the number of training vectors constant ensures that the same number of data points are used for training each instance if the classifier, however it could be argued that this causes those tests using smaller window sizes to train on less total amount of information as each vector summarises less original data. For example, generating 2,500 vectors using a window size of 1024 samples means that a total of 2.5 million samples are used (or 116 seconds of training data) whereas using a window size of 128 equates to only 320,000 samples used (14 seconds of data). Rather than keep the number of training vectors constant we can keep the total amount of data samples (time) analysed constant. We note from the results in Table 3 that improved performance can be achieved in all cases with an increased number of vectors used for training the classifier. In summary while MP3 provides three times the bandwidth savings over ADPCM the reduction in identification accuracy, using the same number of training vectors is in the range of 9% -57%. In the best case this reduction is commensurate with the expected bandwidth savings but is far worse with the smaller window sizes. This is presented in Table 4 and graphically in Figure 4 that shows the average reduction in identification accuracy against the compression ratio when using a constant number of training vectors for various window sizes in percent reduction per unit of compression ratio. In contrast the results obtained when using a constant total amount of information (about 160 seconds of data) for the training of the classifier are notably better. Table 5 shows that even in this case the reduction of accuracy against the compression ratio is still lower for the ADPCM compressed data than for the MP3 compressed data. 
Conclusion and Further Work
This study has evaluated the impacts of using data compression within sensor networks for automatic acoustic identification. While compression reduces the identification accuracy in all cases the benefits in bandwidth reduction may outweigh this reduction. It appears that for this purpose the higher compression methods such as MP3 under perform compared to more lightweight methods such as ADPCM as demonstrated by the accuracy-bandwidth ratio. Using ADPCM a fourfold reduction in bandwidth equates to roughly a 3% reduction in identification accuracy.
The use of smaller capture windows relating to smaller packet sizes increases the effectiveness of sensor networks through the properties of statistical multiplexing but also reduces identification accuracy by a greater margin. Hence compression is preferred as a means for data reduction.
Further work will consider to what extent the type of sounds being identified affects these results. Consideration will also be given to whether different classifiers respond in the same way to the effects of compression and widow size reduction. 
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